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Introduction 

THE DISCURSIVE CONSTRUCTION OF IDENTITY 

AND RELIGIOUS FUNDAM ENTALISM IN UWEM . I . . 
AKPAN'S Lc&urious Hearses 

' 1 

C. /kenna Kama/u, Ph.D. & Isaiah. A. Fortress 

Art, in its diverse forms, is used to capture the realities of human experiences. This may 

be in the form of written or spoken discourse or in' other symbolic/ visual artistic patterns such 
I . 

as painting: sculpture, filmiC or cinematographic representations. Other semiotic regimes su~h 

as pictures, music, sound and gestures are also means of encoding experiences. These semiotic 
dimensions encode and communicate certain ideologies. Haynes {1992) and Fraser {2000:10) 

argue that ideology permeates every level of human endeavour such as language and social 

situations. It also conditions our social. activities including artistic . production. Hence, the 

perspective . f rom which a text is produced and presented is also ideological. Sandikcioglu 

{2008) contends that ideology should be taken into consideration in the analysis of a .text. To 

him, 'ideologies of language are;{mportant for social analysis because they are not only about 

language. They envision and ehact connections between linguistic and social phen9menon.' 

The writer's linguistic cnoic/ and the socio-political vision expressed in the work are 

ideologically determined. 

Writers develop 'literary forms that match their social vision' (Ngara 1985: vii). Thus, it is 

the nature of the social problems and the writer's ideology that inform the type of linguistic 

form or style that will be developed to express the·m. Soyinka opines that 'the identity ot the 

African writer is determin-ed by the vision of society underlying his works' (Simonse, 1982:454). 

This reinfon:es the argument that linguistic choice is determined by the socio-political and 

economic circumstances of the writer. 

Uwem Akpan uses visceral and apocalyptic metaphors to construct the ideology of social 

conflict in t h.e Nigerian society. The metaphorical mode enables him to provide the frames arid 

s~cial sche~ata through which the re'ader can comprehend the jsocio-political and religious 

upheavals in Nigeria. This study focuses on Uwem Akpan's use of linguistic resources to reveal 

inter-group relationship in Nigeria. It shows how language is used by groups to segregate, 

alienate, and • to include. It also reveals how speakers and groups use language to assert 

. identity, assert moral grounds, evoke fear, issue threats, assert authority, make claim to 

legitimate powers, seek/claim affinity with certain groups, deny allegations, make concessions, 

appeal to sectional sentiments, assert patriotic feeling and love for the nation, daim to be the 
1 

victim, etc in order to orient themselves positively to the audience. 
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Nigeria has the unenviable record of being one of the ~ost religiously turb~lent nations 

in Africa. Rashes of religious violence erupt intermittently, claiming lives and property, and 

dislocating social relations. Nigeria returned to democracy in 1999 ·after sixteen years of 
uninterrupted military rule dominated by Generals of Northern-Moslem extraction. Olusegun 

Obasanjo, a retired military General who ·became the civilian President, was a·:· voruba of 

Southern-Christian origin. Hardly had he settled in office when some northern 1st;Jtes felt it 

expedient to introduce Sharia law in the mainly Moslem dominated north (Chiluw~;Q008). The 

.attempt to introduce the Sharia practice in· Kaduna, a State that has a balanced Christian

Moslem population,· sparked off a peaceful protest by Christians. The peaceful protest 

however turned violent when some Moslem fundamentalists allegedly attacked the Christians 

protesters. The 'Sharia war' in Kaduna was fought in two phases: one in February 2000 and the 

next in May 2000. The crises were later to spread to some Christian dominated sou,thern cities 

like Onitsha, Aba, and Owerri, where reprisal-- attacks were carried out against Northern

Moslem~. The 2000 'Sharia war' remains the ~f~odiest ethno-religious crisis in the. history of 

Nigeria as scores of people were either killed or displaced. The Sharia crises of 2000 justify 

Abbott's po~ition that religious fundamentalism is not only a 'regressive response to 
' globalization' (2009:47) but an expression of 'profoundly paranoid-schizoid culture' (48). 

Nigeria experienced other religious crises after the 'Sharia war' like the Jos and Kano crises of 

2001, 2004; Jos 2009,2010; Bauchi, Borne, ,Kano, and Yobe 'Boko Haram' (a norl.t~onform!st 

Islamic group) crises; and Bauchi 2010. 

! 

3. Theoretical Perspective and Review of Relevant literature 

The study is located within the framework of Systemic Functional LinguisticsJ (SFL) with . ' 

insights from the theory of conceptual metaphor an.d critical discourse analysis. This enables us. 
; ( 

to tease out the meaning potential that is encoded in the ideology of the text. Th,e Systemic 

Functional Linguistics is the umbrella name for the various models·of the systemic orientations 

and practices. Butler (l989: 25) summarizes them into two main streams of generative 

oriented models and non-generative models . 

. ~The · Systemic-Functional model asserts the interdependence of meaning and context of 

situation. It is a linguistic model that combines the formal properties of language with its 
l 

situational dimensions, thus recognizing both the linguistic and the extra-linguistic forms and 

functions of language. Bronislaw Malinowski was the first to use the phrase 'context of 

situation' and to argue that 'language was. primarily a form of actio9_' ,(Bloor & Bloor 1,995: 248). 

J. R. Firth, like Malinowski, perceives meaning as function in contfxt. Both Malinowski and Firth 

have been criticized for so many reasons, which include thei7~iews of 'context' and lack of 

explicitne-ss and coherence (Butler 1985, 1989; Pride 1979; Bloor & Bloor, 1995). It was M.A. K. 

Halliday who developed _ a systematic and comprehensive theory of language, with a new 
J ' 

terminology of its own. This theory he later expounded and refined into what beca'me known 
as· Systemic Functio'nal Grammar. Eggins (2004:2) argues that one of Hallid~\{'s 'major-

. . I 

contributions to linguistic analysis is his development of a detailed functional grammar of 

modem English.' Malinowski and Firth are however regarded as the precursors ~f systemic 
• ,J 
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functional linguistics, .having established the ~asic .theoretical framework upon which the 
.model developed. 

Halliday's systemic .functional linguistics recognizes both the formal and situational 
levels of language desc~iption .. The lexical, grammatical, phonological and/or graphotogical 

· dimensions of language are accounted ' for at the formal level while the situational or . ' 
contextual variables are highlighted at the situational level. Halliday emphasizes that meaning 

underlies linguistic forms and recognizes grammar and meaning as being co-existential. He also 

recognizes the existence of shared knowledge and context of situation. Halliday analyses the 
lexico-graw mar of language into three broad meta-functions: ideational, interpersonal and 

textual, while he identifies the contextual feature:s of language as: field, tenor and mode. SFL is 
interested in how people use ·language with each' other to accomplish everyday social activities. 

SFL views language as a semiotic system, a conventionalized coding system, organized as a set. 
·of choices. Eggins (2004:4} observes that 'this semiotic interpretation of the system of la.nguage 
allows us to consider the appropriacy or inappropriacy of different linguistic choices in relation 
to their c?ntexts of use, and to view languagJ;~s a resource which we use by choosin~ to make 
meanings' in contexts.' ·, · 

Metaphor represents one of the ways la~~uage can be used to construe experience and 
meaning. in a social situation. It provides the frames through which experiences and ideologies 
can be envisioned. Halliday and Matthiessen' 1(2004) recognize the place of metaphor in 

linguistic :studies. They locate metaphor within the MOOD system of the interpersonal meta

function of~·language. However, most scholars attribute the theory of conceptual metaphor to 
Lakoff and.Johnson (1980}. Kovecses (2002: viii) argues that a 'new view of metaphor that 

' . 
challenged: all...aspects of powerful traditional theory in a coherent and systematic Way YfaS 
first deve10ped by George Lakoff and Mark Johnson in 1980 in their seminal study: Metaphors 

We Live By.' Lakoff and Johnson were however influenced by Michael Reddy's classical essay: 
'The Conduit Metaphor' (1979, 1993}. Lakoff (1993: 203) admits t hat Reddy's was the first 

contempor~ ry theory of metaphor that shows that metaphor is 'primarily conceptual, al')d part 
of the ord~~ary system of thought and lailguage.~ :koller and Davidson (2008) demonstrate that 

I ' . 

grammati~~ l metaphor (as inz·alliday and Matt.hiessen, 2004) and conceptual metaphor are 
not mutuaHy exclusive. : 

Lak9ff and Johnson s ntend that everyday English language is largely metaphorical, 
I ' ~··· 

thereby d~~pelling the traditional view that 'metaphor is primarily in the realm of poetic or 
figurativedilnguage' (Lakoff 1993:· 204). Lakoff and Johnson based their argument about the . ' 

conceptuahyiew of metaphor on five grounds: (i) metaphor is a property of concepts, and not 

of words).~(ti i) the function of metaphor is to bett~r understand certain concepts, and not just 

some artistic or aesthetic purpose; (iii) metaphor is often not based on similarity; (iv) me~a·phor · .~ 
is used effertlessly in everyday life by ordinary people, not just by special talented people; (v) 
metaphor,~~ar from being a superfluous though pleasing linguistic ornament, is an inevitable 
process ofl human thought· and reasoning. Metaphor, in this sense, is 'understanding one 
conceptuall domain in ter,ms of another concept~ual domain' (~ovecses 2002: 4), that is~ the 
·mapping ftom a source domain to a. target domain. Source dort;~ain is the conceptual domain 
from whicb we draw metaphorical expressions to understand another domain, while the 

conceptual,domain that is understood this way is: the target domain. Fauconnier (1997:1} is of 
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th.e opinion that 'mappings between domains are at the heart of unique cognitive faculty of 
producing, transferring and processing meaning.' Metaphor, therefore, enables us to see how 

our everyday utterances encode different ideologies and perspectives. An awar.eness of this 
fact enables us to resist or challenge dominant ideolo.gies which are usuall~ framed in . 
metaphors. ,,,:, 

Eggins (2004: 10-11) notes that 'a higher level of context to which increasing.attention is 
being given within systemic linguistics is the level of ideology ... just as no text can be free of 

context (register or ·genre), sb no text is ·free of ideology: In other words, 'to use language at all 

is to use it to encode particular positions and values.' Critical I;)iscourse Analv-sis (CDA), a 

multidisciplinary approach to textual analysis, is interested in the role of langua1g~ in defining 

social · relations along asymmetriCal lines! CDA shows how 'issues of ethnicity, religion, 

inequality, and group dominance are expressed, enacted, legitimated and reproduced in text 

. and ,talk (van Oijk, 1995:19). CritiCal discourse analysts like Wodak, van Dijk and .Meyer align 
themselves with a political agenda that , is committed to challenging the emergence of 
discourses that promote social, ethnic, racial, gender and class inequality. l /::)' 

Locke (2004: 37) contends that the !power of discourse relates to its subscription base 

and the social status of its s~bscribers. On this basis, some discourses are more pmwerful than 

others and subscribers of non-powerful discourses are thereto~~ ,marginalized and relatively 
disempowe.red.' Thus, the question of who has access to diJtourse, and to what discourse 
·determine social relevance. The group that subscribes to morf powerful discourse's control and 
dominate the other groups with non-powe·lful discourses. L6cke (2004:38) further' argues that 
·coA is 'concerned with the ways in which the power relations produced by discourse are 
maintained and/or challenged .through texts and practices which affect theiflt, production, 
reception and dissemination.' He also maintains that CDA's 'concern is with the opacity of texts 
a·nd utterances ·- the discursive constructions or stories that are embeddedlj in texts as 

information that is less readily available to consciousness.' CDA therefore reveals .the ideologies 

and assumptions that are concealed in texts. CDA is a socio-politically conscious and 

oppositional study of the discursive practices of elites, groups and institutions in. the exercise of 

social power that results in domination arid inequality, as well as the discours~ of resistance 
against such regimes of power . 

. Critical discourse analysts like Fairclbugh (2004) and Wodak have adapted ,lhe systemic 

functional approaches to CDA purposes. While Fairclough's is essentially social in orientation, 

Wodak's (like van Dijk) is cognitive in the matn. As our data is an investigation of how discourse 

was used in the religious violence that occurred in Nigeria in 2000, it will be useful to draw 
;r • 

from the cognitive model of van Dijk which ~ecognizes not only how dominance is expressed, 
enacted and legitimated in text and talk but reveals how 'powerful social actors not only 
cpntrol communicative actions, but indirectly also the minds of the recipients' (van Dijk, 
1995:2). Van Dijk argues that discursive practices and constructions like religious sermons · · 
somehow influence the minds of reader ~nd hearer because they convey knowledge, affect 
opi~ions or change attitudes. An insight int'o the cognitive model of CDA (Wodak 2006; van Dijk .. 
2006) will enable us connect our data with the discursive mind control of tt.le powerful. 
According to van Dijk (1995:22), the cognitive approach will show how 'powerful1 speakers se·lt
servingly control the minds/ of others in · a way that is in the interest of the powerful.' This 
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' 
shows tha · the powerful use discourse to manipulate, influence and control people (van Dijk, 

2006) and ' legitimize their actions (Van Leeuwen, 2007). The patterns of manipulation are 
usually concealed in rhetorical figures like metaphor and other linguistic forms. 
The study shall use the qualitative approach to unearth the frames used by the writer to 
construct the discourse of ipentity and religious fundamentalism in Nigeria. 

4. Analyses of Rhetorical Strategies 

Here the study ·focuses on the use of language to enshrine ethnp-~eligious · identity and 
create the ideology of irreconcilable social differences between groups. 
4.1. ~nguagc;! as ethno-religious Identity ' · 

Orie significant aspect of ~he text is the use of accent to distinguish some of the majo.r 

participants·'along ethno-religioy~ lines. Nigeria is a ~ulti-ethnic society with more than 400 

languages. ~he variety of Engjlsh spoken by most Nigerians is coloured by mother tongue 

influence. Thus, it is a bit e~\ier for most Nigerians to guess a speaker's tribe by his accent than 
I 

by other indices. The data shows that the refugees who spoke English 'did so with accents 
peculiar to ,their tribes' (157). Besides using accrnt to delineate participants along ethno
religious lines, accent is also used to reveal ethnic ideology, biases, and assumptions. Acce~t is 
used to project inter-group relationship in a multi-ethnic, multi-religious and multi-cult~,~ral 

society like. Nigeria. This explains why Ngugi 1(1997: xiii) argues that the 'questidn of· ' 
identity ... revolves around the issue of language'. 'Bucholtz and Hall (2005} and Mayes (2010) 

maintain thYt identities emerge as 'speakers use discourse to perform social roles. 

TEXT 1: Hau1sa/ Fulani accent . 
The linguistic peculiarities of the Hausa/Fulani English were used to identify speakers of 

Hausa/Ful~mi ,extraction and their ideology. Jubril and other Hausa~Fulani in his class speak with 
heavy accent. This can be seen in the following conversation between Jubril and two of friends 

I . 

turned accusers: 
Accuser: 

Jubril: 
Accuser: 

Jubril: 
Accuser: 

. Jubril: 
Accuser: 

Jubril: 

Accuser: 

· :1~ :. 'Where your leap?' 

·-~~ 'My friend, wetin dey haffen ... kai, wetin be de froblem dis time?' 
HS 'You no come frotest, huh?' 

·, 1 'Which frotest? Gimme time ... make I fark de cow pirst. I dey come' 
· \, 'Your mama no allow you pollow us be almajeris in dose days .. .' 
tet1 ' ... come, pollow me go fark dis cows; and I go join.' 

( . 

. 'OK, we no go fay you de money,we owe you.' 

1i· 'You must fay me my money. Oc:t'erwise I go refort you to de alkali. Dis one we 

>i go hear por Sharia court.' 
'Also we go hear por court say you be pake Muslim!' (179-181) 

Fromtthe accent of the interactants the average Nigerian speaker of English can easily 

infer they are of Hausa/ Fulani extraction. Typical speakers from that region of the country 
have certain~l.inguistic peculiarities, especially with the English consonants, that distinguish 

them from o~her Nigerians like the use of plosive /p/ sound for fricative/f/ sound as in "leap"· 
l . 

for "leaf'; "p.ei>llow'' for "follow"; "por'' for "for''; and "pake" for "fake". Surprisingly, the labio-
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dental fricative /f/ is used in contexts whe're bilabial plosivj'p/ sound should occur naturally 

like "retort" for "report"; "fark" for "park'~; "fay" for "pa/'. The interaction alsq shows how 
participants use language to issue threat, 'oderwise I go refort you to de alkali .. .';, 'Also we go 

.hear par court say you be pake Muslim.' Jubril's accusers used language to evoke fear in him by 

accusing him of being a fake Moslem; a charge that carrie::; death sentence under the Sharia 

law. The discourse shows the accusers1. making claim to legitimate powers' as ultimate 

defenders of Islam in Nigeria, which the acl!used is not. .,, 

TEXT 2 ~ lgbo accent 

The female participant, ljeoma, is used to depict the lgbo ethnic group, especially those 

f~om Anambra State. Even before she asked Emeka, 'Oh, you come from AnambJa' and later . 

decl.ared 'Na my prace o' (195) most Nigerians would have figured out from her previous 

utterances that she was lgbo . The average lgbo, especially those from Anambra State, 

indiscriminately interchange the alveolar liq~'id/rolls /r/ with the lateral /1/ sa,und in their 
ll 

utterances. ' h 

(a) 'Ab~g, no halass de boy ... cally your anger meet de poriCe' (184). 

(b) 'We civirians better pass soldiers' (1.85). 

(c) 'Who make you crass plefect for distbus?' (189). 
(d) 'Gabliel, you dey daze!' (217). ·;., 

The text shows the speaker use the:/r/ sound in contexts where the /1/ sou.nd should be 

appropriate and use the /1/ sound in places where the /r/ sound should occur like 'halass' for · 

'harass'; 'cally' for 'carry'; 'p
1
orice' for 'police'; 'civirians' for 'civilian'; 'crass' for 'class'; 'plefect' 

for 'prefect'; 'Gabliel' for 'Gabriel'; and 'daze' for 'craze'. The texts reveals how the speaker 

us!'!s language to interrogate abuse of power: 'Wf10 make you crass plefect for dis. bus?'; show 

solid~rity: ' ... no halass de boy ... '; pass judgement: 'We civirians petter pass soldiers'; and issue 

threat: 'Gabliel, you dey daze!'. The text · reveals the ideological differences in the Nigerian 

society and how speakers use language to assert identity and power relations. 

TE~T 3: Niger Delta (Urhobo) accent 

Pidgin English is the dominant medium of communication across all social groups in the 
Delta region, yet speakers betray their t_ribe of origin through their accent. Thus, Urobho accent 

is different from ljaw, ltsekiri, Edo, lsoko, lsan ,etc accent. Te~a;. a female participant from 

Urobho ethnic group, speaks with an accent indicative of her iribe. The data shows that 'Tega 
and ljeoma joined her (Monica), cussing ttie man in Urobhdand lbo' (225). Uro~ho accent in 

. Tega's utterances can be found in the following: : · 

(a) ' 'chut up!' (240) 1.• 

-(b) · 'I no be agains~ Catholic Shursh o' (236) 1 1 

(c) 'No mind dis chakara boy' (189) 

• (d) 'I sure say you want all of us to call you shief...Shief dis, shief dat'(204) 
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lt 'is evident from Tega's utterances that she uses the palato-alveolar affricate /tf/ sound 

for palato-alveolar fricative If I sound and vice versa as in 'chut' for 'shut'; 'shursh' for 'church'; 

'shief' for 'chief; and 'chakara' for 'shakara'. Her utterances also indicate the use of imperative 

sentences to assert authority: 'chut up!', 'No mind dis chakara boy'. Declarative sentences are 

used to deny allegations: 'I no be a~ainst 'catholic Shursh o'; and interrogate social disparity: 'I 

sure say ~ou want all of us to call you shief dis, shief dat.' 1 

TEXT 4: Niger Delta (calabar) accent 

The writer used the accent of Colonel Silas Usenetok (mad soldier) to reveal his identity. 

His accent shows he is from the Cross River/ Akwa lbom States area where Efik and lbibio 

languages are widely spoken. Speakers of these languages and a cluster of other related · 

dialects and languages speak English with certain accent generally known by other Nigerians as 

'Calabar' t ongue or accent. 

(a) 

(b) 

(c) 
(d) 

,,/ 
'And jou want to eyect me from the bu's be;~ause of my reliyion' (233) 

'If not for my minority tribe, I would've be~r a yeneral by now' (232) 

'Government still hasn't paid me for a jear now ... l didn't steal jour oil money!' (230). 

'Joufre the mad people!' (231) 

1) 

Col' l!Jsenetok's accent is distinctive in t he way the palata-alveolar affricate IW is 

replaced y,f.i t h ttie palatal glide /j/ sound as in 'eyect' for 'eject'; 'reliyion' for 'religion'; and 

'yeneral' fbr; 'general'. We can also see him interrogate the use of religion to segregate; 

highlight tlfle plight of minority groups; deny affinity with dubious generals; and threaten the 

autonomou's face wants of his addressees. The text shows the uneql!al social relations that 

obtain in tHe Nigerian society. 
' ' 

Our data show that all th~ speakers in TEXT. 1 - 3 speak Pidgin English with accents that 

are indicatiwe of their tribe. Thft soldier speaks 'Standard English that is strongly accented. 

Pidgin is usually associated wit~lthe lower and middle classes although some in the upper class 

speak it. Elugbe (1995:287).)/ notes that even 'highly placed government officials ... speak ' ,, 
Nigerian Pidgin' and Nigerian Pidgin English is 'clearly the most widely spoken language in 

Nigeria today' (288). This apparently shows that Pidgin English is not~essarily the language 

of the lowlytplaced in the society. )I 

TEXT 5: Standard Nigerian Pidgin English 

I 

There are speakers in the text whose variant of Pidgin English is not coloured by their 

accent. This;group is represented by Monica and the police. And because they speak with little 
' ' 

or no accent, .it is difficult t9 guess their tribe. This qm be seen in the conversation between . . 
Monica andthe police: l 

'li ~ 
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!: ... 

·Monica: 'Who dey give dis Muslim kids dis fuel? ... Nobody go touch our oil again ... Dem 

dey use our oil money to establish shari a, yet dem don~ pursue us out of nord I' 

Police: 

Monica: 

Police: 

'You be against national interest ... national security!' 

'Na our oil!' _ 

'Who's talking?" 

Monica: 

PoliCe: 

'Na me ... l say, na our oil... we dey democracy now, you hear?' 

'Who be dis woman?' 
I 

Monica: 'Daughter of oii: .. And who be you?' :h,l 

Polic~: 'You·areaskingme?' ' ' 

Monica': 'Yes?' (1 1 

Police: 'I dey warn you o, stupid woman. You done lost your mind to dis Sharia wahala!' 

(192-193}. 

, The interaction shows it is difficult to know the speakers' tribe from th~ir accent. 

However, our data reveal that the writer uses language to construct the tribal identity of 

speakers and their social experiences. From their use of language we can infer their perception 

of issues such as religion, democracy and resource control. The interaction betwekn Monica 

and the police. signifies the use of language to make claims- 'N~/bur· oil'; appeal to; sectional 

sentiments-- 'dem dey use our oil money to· establish sharia, y~t dem don pursue us out of 

nord!'; issue threat and assert patriotic feeling- 'You be ag~(n~t national interest:!. .. national 

. se(:urity!'; and interrogate and resist the power of oppression :.... 'we dey democracy now, you 

hear?', 'And who be you?' The interaction fo ~egrounds the uneasy social relationship between . . 
the agents of oppression ,and forces of freedom and resistance. 

4.2 Lexical it ems as identity markers 

Uwem Akpan uses certain lexical items-associated with groups to construct their social 

experiences. They enable the writer to firmly situatethe discourse within the Nigerian context. 

Some of the items are so typically Nigerian that non-Nigerian readers or readers wi~hout sound 

knowledge of the Nigerian socio-linguistic environment will find it . difficult to comprehend. 

Most of the items are from the domain of religion, culture, politics and ideology. The lexical 

items appear relevant to understanding discourse contexts because-they are used to construct 

group ~xperiences, show solidarity; inclusion and exclusion, and encode the ideology of social 
conflict. The items include: 

(i) Luxurious bus (156 ) (ii) 

(iv) Resource control (160) (v) 

(vii) Zobo (176} 

tx) · Shakara (188} 
(xiii) 

(xvi) 

(xix) 

Almajeris (177} 

Deeper Lifer (175} 

Amebo woman (200} 

(viii) 

(xi) 

(xiv) 

(xvii) 

(xx) 

', 
Mami watl (l.74} 

wrappa (f 66} 

akara seller (179} 

kpom kwem (195} 

harmattan (157) 

settle police (157} 

talakawas (201} 

(iii) 

(vi) 

(ix) 

(xii) 

(xv) 

(xviii) 

okada (159} 
babariga (176}. 

Sharia war (215} 

biko (201} 

motor park n56} 
wahala (193) ' r· 
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4. 3 . The mE!taphorical conceptualization of Self and the Other 

The most significant element of Luxurious Hearses coheres in the type of metaphors 

that are. used to conceptualize social situations and experiences. Metaphors enable us to make 

meaning of abstract and complex situations. Lakoff and Johnson (1980) contend that our 
I . 

conceptual system plays a role in defining our everyday realities because all our thoughts and 
. ' 

actions are metaphorically structured. Our reactions to people and situations have much to do 

with how we .conceptualize them . . The data reveal the use of metaphor to reveal the 
internalized and expressed perceptions of groups in the Nigerian society.' Metaphor enables us 

to understand how the Nigerian society is polarized into two mutually exclusive categories and 

the type of social relations that is engendered in the process. In this part 'of the study we shall . 

attempt to deconstruct how grot· s use language t<;> segregate and to include; show in-group 
and out-group; and construct p sitive face for Self and negative face for the Other. It is 

therefore this sense of Othernes that gives rise to the kind of social realities that are. expressed 

in the text. Leudar, Marslana · ~nd Nekvapil (2004) point out how speakers use the 'Us' and 

'Them' distinction to justify past violent actions and prepare grounds for future ones. The 

analyses shall be carried out in the frame of two dichotomqus categories of Us vs Them image 

schema. 

4.3.1/s/am vs.'Christianity 

The ddminant metaphor in the text presents the struggle between the Moslem North vs 

the Christian ··.south. It is a conflict that sets Nigeria ~no war footing' (156) because it involves 

the 'mass transportation of corpses from one end of the country to the other' (155] . The te~t 
shows that tl)e current Shari<) crisis was ·not the first .of its kind in t~e country and 'people had 

developed a . tolerance of such common sights' (191). It turned Khamfi, a 'multiethnic, 

multireligious city' into the 'corpse capital of the world' as 'churches, homes, and shops were 

being torched.• .. charred corpses sizzling in electric blue flames' (191). Street urchins, popularly 

known as almajeris in the Moslem North, firebombed the 'businesses of their southern 

compatriots' ·(191) in the name of religion . The text also shows physical resistance by 

Christians, ana1because the city of Khamfi has a balanced Christian-Moslem population the TV 
shows that 'at1times the Christians gaining an upper hand, then the Muslims dominating' (195) . . 

The data show that the Moslem North construct their Southern compatriots in the 
frame of 'strangers' and 'infidels' (210) who must be exterminated hence the Moslem invaders 

have to 'search for infidels in the kitchen ... in the barns ... in the inner chambers' (210) of Mallam 
Abdullahi. Thejtext shows that the metaphorical dbnceptualization of one group by the other is 

responsible for all the religious wars in Nigeria. The' Manzikan Governor introduced Sharia law 

because he believed that 'Muslims had been cheated by Christians all along' (181) . He argued 

that common ;Jaw was rooted in the Bible and Christianity, and did not protect the rights of

Moslems. He .. :maintained that with Sharia the state would be cleansed of all the vices and 

immorality that plagued the people' (181). The metaphor of cleansing the state of immorality 

reveals the underlying ideology that everything about the Christian South is evil and therefor~ 
must be 'clean~ed.' The protagonist, Jubril, 'equated southerner with infidel' (198) and Sharia 
practices forbiQ interactions with infidels, who are evil. With the Sharia fever ravaging the 

land, the text informs that 'it was a terrible time to accuse someone of apostasy or coming · 
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from the south' (182). The metaphor used by the Moslem-north/onceptualizes the Christian-· 
south as evil and the Moslem-north as good; Christian-south as i,V'moral and the Mdslem-north 

as pure; Christian-south as infidels and Moslem-north as faithfttf/true believers; Christian-south 

as oppres.sors and-Moslem-north as victims. These metaphors Were used t~- justify the religious 

killings in the north. . ' l' J, 

. The Christians, on their part, perceive· Islam a's a 'barbaric religion' (206). The Nigerian 

Christians have such avowed revulsion for Islam that the refugees have to decree: 'Let no one 

say· Muslim or Islam again on this Bus', reasoh being that 'We have suffered too much already 

at. the hands of Muslims' (170). The mere mention of the word 'Muslim' changed the 

atmosphere of the bus and 'it was as if a sacrilegious word had been uttered in the holy of 
' I 

holies' (169). The refugees and in fact other Christians perceive Islam as a violent 'religion and 
. I 

Moslems as evil. Christians frame themselves as 'God's children' (170) who tare being 

persecuted by followers of a 'barbaric religion' (206). The Christian-south pe'rceives the 

Moslem .North as a region of death because of 'recurring religious and ethnic cleaHsing in the 
north' (174). The data show there are now 'ethnic cleansers at both ends' (255) of t he country. 

The reprisal attacks in the South were to justify the argument that 'nobody has a mo'nopoly_ on 

violence' . (223) and the implication now is that '}J'eligious divide ... had torn the cou~try apart' 
(254). . I ' 

The data metaphorically reveal that politicians, generals and external influences are 

,beh!nd the _sh'aria carnage. From the utterances of participants in the discourse, like Emeka 

(192), Chief Ukong (215-216, 221), Colonel Usenetok (233), and Yohanna Tijani (254) the reader 

arid analyst can see how discourse is being manipulated by dominant ideologies for.ttheir own 
interest. The ideology of the text shows that the elite and other powerful groups manipulate · 
the mind of their (religious) followers to create a situation that will enhance the ~ontinued 
domination of one group by another. Thus, religious discourse becomes a resou11G'e for the 

propagation of parochial ideologies that encourage asymmetry in social relations. 
I 

4.3.2 African Traditional Religion vs Others .. 
' There is also ideological conflict between African traditional religion and other religions; 

Christianity and Islam. Chief Ukong and Colonel Usenetok are ~sed to frame the African 

traditional religion while Emeka, Mrs Aniema, and other refugees on the bus are metonymic 

, n~pres~ntations of the Christian faith. The data illustrate how groups present t h-emselves 

- 'positively and represent others in the negative. . . 
'The stage for conflict between African religion and Christianity started with the latter 

. representing the former as evil for engaging in human sacrifice and ritual like the Moslems: 
'you pagans . are like the Muslims .. .' (2.06). The Chief p.rotests the perceived · negative 

representation as 'an insult to compare my religion to that baryaric religion!'(206). Chief's 

utterance is a threat to the autonomous face wants of Moslers, like Jubril. The' · refugees 
classify Chief and the soldier as 'fellow idol worshippers' (229). / i · 

It is. this negative representation of African traditional r~ligion as evil and barbaric that 

makes Emeka engage the soldier in a -'spiritual war' (241) that sees the soldier triurhph over 
. ' ,j , 

'Jesus Christ and Muhammad' (244) in the land. The soldier thanks Mami Wata, the river 

goddess, for his victory and promises to 'clean and restore her rivers in the delta to what they 
11, 
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were before the Christians and Muslims dirtied them with sacr.ilege and greed for oil' (242. 
Emeka, the Christian fanatic, for whom the Christians had prayed to--'conquer t~e juju soldier' 
(241} in the 'spiritual· war' loses his .face and becomes 'the misguided spirit-man YJhO fought 

you:(the soldier)' (245). The underlying metaphor reveals that traditional worshippers perceive 
Christianity and Islam as strange and greedy religions while Christianity perceives traditional 

. I . 

worshippers as evil. · 

There is also conflict between the two adherents of traditional religion. The Chief, trying 
·to orient himself positively to the audience discriminates between true and false trad.itional 
religion: rfhis madman's worship is not the ~rue religion of our ancestors II know the religion of 
my a ncestors. We don't know what mad juju he brought back from his travels .. .' (232). The 
Chief wants to demonize the soldier's religion by asserting spiritual superiority as the only true 
worshipper of African traditional religion. The discourse shows the ideology of intra-religious 
and inter-religious conflicts within the Nigerian society. The data shows attempts by religious 

adherents to decivilize each other. 

4.3.4 Intra-group conflict and the metapho~ of a divided house 

. The text also presents cases of intra-religious conflicts between conservative and 
. ' 

extremist groups in Islam and Christianity. The extremist groups desire to effect soci.al change 
through violence while the conservatives/moderates prefer dialogue and persuasion. The · 

ideolbgical disparity between the two groups often pitches them against each other. The 

Manzikan ·Governor, Jubril, Musa, Lukemar,t, and the faceless mob that invade the house of 
I . • . 

MaiiCiJm Abdulla hi are the faces of Islamic fundamentalism in Nigeria. They are adherents of the 

new.Sharia law that preaches the eliminati~n of infidels through ethnic cleansing . . 
-ll1 Yusuf (Joseph) and Emeka are used to frame Christian fundamentalism. Yusuf left the 

I . ' 

Catholic Church to become a 'firebrand Deeper Lifer' (175). His. zeal brought him into open 
confrontation with Islamic fundamentalists who stoned him to death at Meta Nadum. Emeka, a 
men)ber of the 'Pentecostal Explosion Ministries' {238) is opposed to Catholic teachings and 

l '1 • 

sor:n~ .of the basics of Ca~holicism: 'Mary is an idol in Catholic worship ... and child baptism 
preR~res a child for hell' /t238), he declares .. Even the Catholic down grade other churches. A 

cert~.ir:t catholic declare£ their superiority over others: 'We no be like all dis nyama-nyama . 

churc;,hes.' (235). 'Nyarha-nyama' metaphorizes inferiority and lack of value. . Jubril and the 
soldl~r are lynched by Christian fundamentalists for not being one of them. 

Mallam Abdullahi is the face of conservative lslamism which is gradually losing grounds 
to fu.ndamentalist ideology. He incurs the wrath of the extremists for hiding Jubril and other 
Christians in his hou;;e. Mallam Abdullahi is used to frame Islam as a religion of peace whil~ the 

politi.cians, the generals, and the foreign .! Sponsors of religious violence are ptesented as 
religious aberration. Madam Aniema, a conservative Catholic, is used to frame the fading 

influence of orthodox Christianity in the face of fundamentalist Pentecostalism. 

~ ~~ The intra-religious tension shows there are in-groups and out-groups withi,n the two 

mai~ ·religions. The Us vs Them dichotomyt.within the religions heightens social tension and 
polari~.es group membership along mutually .. exclusive lines.

1 

', The metaphor of drug addiction is used to depict religious fanaticism. Emeka, at the 
height1 of his spiritual excitement and glossolalia, is described as a 'man on drugs' (241). The 
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metaphor conceptualizes fanaticism as having strong grips on its victims as hard drugs on 

addicts. ~ 

The metaphor used in framing the confli~s reveals the asymmetrical power relat ions in 

the society. It shows how dominant ideologies ~onstruct discourses that favour their interest .. It 
also highlights how dominated groups articulate alternative discourses that enable ··them to 
interrogate and resist the ideology of domination and oppression. •) 

T 

4.4 Ident ity search and ident ity assertion 1f · 

The ethno-religious crisis in the country brings the issue of identity to the ·tore as 

interactants constantly struggle to assert who they are as evidence of inclusion or exclusion 
from certain groups. · \· 

Monica refuses to be intimidated by the police because she could legitimize heriCiaim as 

a 'Niger Deltan', the 'owners' of Nigeria's crude: 'Na our oil' {192), 'I say, na our oil' (1~3) . This 
i::_' Jeveale•d in the conversation below: · :11S 

l~ r 1 

TEXT 1: 

Police: Who be dis woman? 

.. ,.,., 
! . 

l 

Monica: Daughter of oii.. .. And who be you? 

Police: I dey W!Jrn you o, stupid woman... I 
Monica: I say you get ID? Or dem done send you to kill us? 

. -Police: I · · D? Why should I show you my 10? (193) 

nl. . \ 
\' 

''" ' 

:~t , 

The text shows that while Monica is able to assert her identity as the 'daughter •of oil' 

the police could neither say who they were nor produce their identity cards to pro\ie their 
background. The police are surprised that · a oivilian and a woman for that matter- could 
interrogate their authority so fiercely even when they tried to explain that they were enforcing 

govertimemt order: 'We just dey enforce government orderi. .. Government order!'. Monica 
· reminds 'them of the imperatives of democracy: 'We no dey military go~ernment .•. We dey for . 
democracy now' (193-194). The intertextual reference to the military reconnects the text to the 
days of military dictatorship in Nigeria. It juxtaposes the military with the civilian and implicitly 
downgrades the former. Monica is used to const ruct an alternative discourse that resists the 

. dominating ideologies of the police, military and the elite. She is. used to frame resistance 
against oppression and exploitation in a male domi~ated society. The police could not harm her 
because she is able to put up a stubborn resistance,.to their highhandedness and interrogate · 
the legitimacy of their power. Tega, another female d~rticipant, advocates solidarity and group 

. . ' . \ 

resistance to oppressive regimes: 'My advice to all of una be say make we poor people dey 

learn to protect ourselves .. .' (216). The utterance• shows the polarity between 'We' (us) ·'poor 
peo'ple' and 'Them', the implied rich and oppressive g.roup. Women seem to be the new face of 
resistance ~gainst domination in Nigeria. 11 

. Clas~ and identity crisis is also played out in Jubrii~Chief relationship. Jubril (Gabriel) 
could not answer Chief Ukong's barrage of questions that border on his identity: 'Who are 
you? ... Who are you?' (163); 'Wait a moment, who are you?'; 'I say, who are you? ... who are 
you?' (196). The narrator informs that 'Chief Ukong's sarcastic "Who are you" cut deep• into 
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Jubril's soul' (198). Jubril is used to frame the contradictions in the Northern-Moslem vs 

Southern-Christian relationship. He is a southerner-northerner; and a Christian-moslem (199) 

caught up in the web of ethno-religious conflict that requires the assertion of ? definite 

identity. His 'estrangement from the group' (157) of other .Christian refugees was obvious and 

he' was 'aware that he was not one of them' (158) even though his father was a Christian 'from 

the oil-producing village in the delta region' (158). He was proud of his Moslem~northern 

identity until circumstances forced him to think otherwise. He is 'disowned by Muslims and 

· now captured by Christians' (208). He escapes from the hands of Moslem fanatics only to fall 
' ' ' 

'into the hands of Chri~~·an fundamentalists' (208). In his current predicament in the court of 

Christian fanatics he qujckly discovers the need to assert his Christian-southerner identity: 

· 'I be your bloqd. I be one of you ... l no be enemy ... l accept Christ' (238) . 'I be Catolic. I 
' '(' ' 

do child baftism. Mama say once you be Catolic you be . Catolic porever ... My village get 

oii. .. Ukhemehi !' (259). 

The contradiction is apparent; a Christian-southerner with a Sharia amputated right 

hand, speaking in strong Hausa/Fulani-Muslim accent, cannot be 'one of us'. Jubril is eventually 

kill~d by Christian fundamentalists not so ',much because of his 'northern-southe~n· clai.rr. ,'' but 

'at his supposed Christo-Muslim identity' (260). 

The text shows how discourse is used to construct identity and fanaticism along ethno

religious boundaries: We can see how language is used to include and exclude groups and 

individuals in socia! interactions . 

. · :;(· Chief Ukong is used to _frame asymmetrical social ~elations in the Nigerian society. He is 

con~~ious of his social class and would like that to be recognized by all. He asserted class 

con~ciousness when he addressed Jubril: , 

~ . 'You can't be talking to me ... in which world? Just because they say 'democracy, 

democracy' you can't address me as you like. Who are you? ... l must be addressed properly. 

Chief ... chief! I'm not your equal.' (163). He later reminded a fellow refugee: 'Look, I'm not even 

supposed be in this bus with you .. .look, I'm' not one of you!' (204). 

Most of Chiefs Ukong's language is assertive, showing power and class conscioysness. 

The Mood system enables us to see how he asserts his identity and class at different discourse 

contexts. Our data show that the chief .favours the use of interrogative, declarative, and 

imp~rative sentences to establish the i9eology of asymmetry in inter-group relationship. 
(1) Do you know who I am? (214) \ · .; 

(2) 1 ~ Young woman, who made you the jUdge between a royal father and this rascal? 

t:,• (214} 
(3) h Who are you? (163) 

(4) May Mami Wata drown your stupid ,head! (163) 

(5) 'l41 I am not your equal (163) 

(6)4y,1 Let no one s~y Muslim or Islam again on this bus (170) 

(7) Colonel Usenetok, you are one of us! (261) 

(8) ·1~, Then stop behaving like a democrat! (222) 

(9} 1 Remove that stupid finger from your mouth. You are disgusting! (196) 
(10) Don't hang around me! (196) 
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The data indicate how groups and individuals manipulate discourse in matters of conflict 
: ~ ~ 

and cooperation. Discourse is used to construct social identity that 'is steeped in ideological 
domination and resistance .. The writer uses discourse manipul~ion in the text to expose the 
unequal power relations between social groups in the Nigerian/ociety. · · 

5. Conclusion 
The study reveals the writer's conceptualization · of Nigeria as a nation with 

irre~oncilable differences; a dead nation awaiting interment. It illustrates how the elite and 
other p·owerful groups manipulate the mind of the oppressed by constructing the type of 

discourses that are favourable to the interest of the dominant ideology. The data also show 
that groups use language to seclude and to include. Discourse is onll,t used in the text to show 
solidarity, · oneness, or group affinity in a negative sense, that is, among groups that pursue 
common ideology, like the Moslem and Christian fundamentalists. There is no place in the text 
where language is used to engender solidarity in the interest of the nation. 

The text shows that the underlying ideology behind discourse manipulation is to serve 
the selfish interest of certain groups and sustain the continued domination of the weak by the 
powerful. The writer seems to be challenging· the Nigerian masses to construct alternative 

discourses that will interrogate and resist the domf~ation of one group by the other . 
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